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Asta Powerproject
PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
FOR CONSTRUCTION
AND ENGINEERING
PROFESSIONALS

astapowerproject.com
Asta Powerproject: The power behind successful projects
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Introducing Asta
Powerproject
First launched in 1988, Asta Powerproject is a
powerful, project, portfolio and resource
management solution designed to support the
way construction planners work and has evolved
with their input so that it specifically meets the
needs of the industry. Used by large and small
businesses alike, it is the preferred software of
thousands of construction professionals.
Asta Powerproject has been used on some of the
world's most complex construction projects
including: Europe’s tallest building, The Shard;
The Reichstag in Berlin; Banora Point Highway in
Australia; Durban International Airport and the
rebuilding of Christchurch New Zealand.

Why choose Asta Powerproject?
Easy-to-use but extremely powerful
Fully scalable so suits projects and portfolios of
all sizes
Superior presentation of project plans and simpler
printing
Filtering for easier management of sub-contractors
Better protection against litigation caused by
delay
Cost-effective licensing options: choose one-user or
shared licences – see page 3
Enterprise option for multi-user, multi-project, realtime access – see page 3
Affordable 4D planning – link project plans to 3D
models within a single application – see page 4
Site Progress Mobile – update project information
with remotely recorded progress – see page 5
Provides dashboard reporting for quick executive
summaries of progress – see page 6
Easily integrates with other software – see page 6
Construction-specific training courses and expert
support – see page 7
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“Asta
Powerproject is
a lot simpler to read
than Primavera and others.
I like it because of how you
can drop the progress lines down,
put resource schedules together, and run
bars alongside each other in order to
do comparisons. It has lots
of uses.”
Domonic Egan
Operations Director
McLaren
Construction
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Cost-effective, flexible
licensing and
deployment options
Choose the best option for your
business from two licence types.

Share
plans with
anyone with a
FREE ASTA
PROJECT
VIEWER

Single User:
Simplest licence, where the software can
be accessed on one specific machine only.

Concurrent User:
A cost-effective way of letting more users
have access to the software by sharing
licences and bringing down the overall
cost of purchase considerably.

“Asta’s
shared licensing
model makes it much
more economical than
other software such as
MS Project for which you need
to buy a full licence for
every user.”
Clive Bassett
Financial Director
Beard

Asta Powerproject
Enterprise

Progress against
plan

Asta Powerproject Enterprise is ideal where a
number of people need to access and update a
central plan. It gives organisation-wide visibility
over all project-related data so that multiple
users can work collaboratively viewing real-time
information.

Cost performance

Resource loading

Both single and concurrent user options are
available with enterprise access.
Capacity

With Asta Powerproject Enterprise you can:

Visibility of Project Health

Centrally manage all your projects for
optimum efficiency
Enable a number of people to access and work
on the same project plan at the same time
Collect data from multiple sites quickly and
easily and input it directly into the project
plan
Control project costs, income and cash flow
across your portfolio
Talk to us about the best option for your team.
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For more information visit: astapowerproject.com
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Asta Powerproject BIM
For affordable 4D planning, combine your scheduling tool and 3D
models in one application, with Asta Powerproject BIM – an optional
BIM module for Asta Powerproject which is ideal for tendering and
progress monitoring in 3D.
Easily create your project plan from your IFC file
Drag and drop objects between the 3D view and Gantt chart
Compare ‘planned’ and ‘actual’ schedule plans with full 3D visual
impact
Split 3D elements to allow linking to separate sub-tasks and reflect
the reality of construction
Create and play a timeline of your project linked to milestones and
baselines to simulate subsections or whole projects
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Asta
Powerproject BIM
helps drive
greater
collaboration
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Site Progress Mobile
Site Progress Mobile is a free, downloadable app for
Android, Apple (iOS) or Windows Phone which
enables mobile users to record the progress of tasks
and repetitive events from a remote location against
their work as scheduled in an Asta Powerproject
project plan. It can also be accessed via the web.
Each user sees only the relevant tasks and progress
check lists for which they have responsibility. The
app is free to install, with the use of the service
charged according to the number of active jobs
exported to the secure cloud storage area.

Site Progress Mobile enables
you to:
Record project progress quickly and easily via
mobile devices
Update progress at any time, from any
location. No signal needed to record progress
values, only when submitting updates
Improve data accuracy by removing need for
any re-keying of progress updates from paper
notes or emails
Record actual dates for
events, not just the
percentage complete
Take photographs and
record notes which can
be associated with
particular tasks or build
stages

“The app is
such a quick and
simple way to capture
progress information.”
Warren Betts
United House
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For more information visit: astapowerproject.com
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Dashboard reporting
Business Intelligence is a powerful analytical tool which enables
you to easily produce accurate, professional looking dashboard
reports on the core business metrics required by the senior
managers within your organisation without having to collate the
data manually. With Business Intelligence you can:
Receive early warning of any delays or issues in meeting
deadlines
See complete visibility over the status of all your projects,
resources and costs
Combine Asta Powerproject generated data with third party
data sources

Easy integration with other
software
“We have
managed to
integrate hundreds
of projects and align SAP
data with our programme data
with a few clicks of the mouse.”
Gavin Clegg
North Midland
Construction

Asta Powerproject enables you to open files from and
integrate with other systems to support collaborative
working and help you exchange project data easily with
people working on different software if needed.
Open files from Microsoft Project, Oracle Primavera
and SureTrak
Save Asta Powerproject files into formats that can be
opened in such systems
Templates are provided for opening files from
other formats for familiar presentation
Easy integration with systems such as
estimating applications (including our
Bidcon product), enterprise resource
planning (ERP) systems and
BIM tools
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“One
big advantage
with Asta is the
helpdesk. I know that
if ever I get stuck I can
just phone them, and they’ll
help me out.”

Getting you started.
With over 25 years of experience of providing our
project, portfolio and resource management solutions
to the construction and engineering industries, we
understand the best ways for you to maximise the
benefits and return from your investment in
Asta Powerproject through:

Graham Roebuck
Chief Planner
Skanska

Training
We provide a wide range of training to help both new
and more experienced users to improve their skills in
working with Asta Powerproject.
We can tailor courses to your company requirements and
provide web-based training sessions.

Consultancy and Implementation
Our in-house team of dedicated project management
software professionals has wide experience of helping
customers to adapt and customise their Asta
Powerproject solution should this be required.

Support
Our support and upgrade package
will help you to get the most out of
your investment in our software
and includes the free provision of
all maintenance updates and
upgrades.
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